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Abstract
Deep inelastic lepton scattering experiments have proven to be very successful in analysing t h«-
partonic substructure of nucleons. The structure functions extracted from the inclusive cn»*>-
sections of lepton-nucleon (1-N) and lepton-nucleus (l-A) scattering carry the Information
about the parton distributions and correlation functions. For the search of subtle effecis i t
is advantageous to select a subsample of events, for which the effect under investigation i*
expected to be enhanced, and to determine the cross section and related structure functii.n*
from the selected data.

So far the technique of tagged structure function' was primarily discussed in the r o n t r t t
of the measurement of quark distributions at high x values in nucleons bound in nuclei. I K . »
technique should also be interesting for other aspects of the structure function analysi.s. H» r*-
some applications for ongoing or future electron scattering experiments will be discusM-«)

l Introduction
For about 35 years the internal structure of nuclei and nucleons has been inve . s t iK . i t * -> !
in scattering experiments with high energy charged leptons. In deep inelastic l r | » tm.
nucleon scattering (DIS) the partonic substructure is studied. The object of < | u « i * i
elastic (QE) electron nucleus scattering (eA —»• e'N(A-l)*) is the measurement öl ( [ , « •
momentum distribution and the correlation functions of the nucleons in a nucleu.v

Since the contribution of the weak interaction is negligible in the kinematk rann*-
of the experiments discussed in this report, the incoming lepton couples to a currrni
mediated by a photon, which probes the target. In contrast to photoproduction and
hadron hadron (hh) or hadron nucleus (hA) reactions, multiple interaction of the in
cident particle inside the target nucleus or nucleon can be ignored. This property and
the pointlike nature of leptons make electrons and muons ideal projectile particles for
structure analyses.

The structure functions, which are extracted from the measured cross section of
QE and DIS, contain the information about the substructure of the target. From
their dynamical evolution Information about the forces between the constituents can
be deduced. However, if small effects or threshold effects in the structure function are
investigated, it is often not sufficient to measure the global structure function. Instead
it is better to select a subsample of events, for which the effect under study is expected
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to be more pronounced. This can e.g. be achieved by the observing final state particles
in coincidence with the scattered lepton. In this report, structure functions, which are
obtained from such "exclusive" subsamples, will be called 'tagged structure functions1

(TSF).
The tagging strategy must be such that the events for effect under study are

selected with high efficiency, while at the same time the large background from the
untagged QE or deep inelastic events is suppressed.

Examples of tagged structure function (TSF) analyses are the evaluation of the
gluon structure function frorn heavy flavour production in DIS or the extraction of the
7r-structure function from the cross section of the Drell-Yan process. In this report
1 will focus on some new applications which are proposed for ongoing and future e-p
scattering experiments.

In section 2 I start by discussing to which extent TSF can be used for the investi-
gation of correlations between nucleons in nuclei and partons in bound nucleons. The
search for 'hot spots' in DIS at very small values of the scaling variable x (Bjorken
scaling variable) in DIS is studied in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to diffractive scat-
tering with highly virtual photon and the possibility of obtaining Information about
the nature of the pomeron. The conclusion are presented in section 5.

2 Correlation of Nucleons and Partons in Nuclei
For a long time the determination of nucleon momentum distributions in nuclei was
exclusively the domain of traditional nuclear physics and it was believed that nuclear
effects could safely be ignored if the partonic substructure of nucleons is investigated
at a high Q2 (Q2 > !GeV2/c2), where Q2 is the negative square of the mass of the
virtual boson exchanged between the lepton and the target.

The discovery of the EMC effect [2] has shown that the parton distributions in
nucleons which are determined via the structure function F2 of nucleons bound in
nuclei, are influenced by the surrounding nuclear matter. In fig. 2.1 the ratio of the
deep inelastic structure function of bound and free nucleons, REMC '•= Ff/F^i is
plotted äs a function of the Bjorken scaling variable x. The atomic mass number
A is in the ränge of 60 and N Stands for the free nucleon, averaged between proton
and neutron (N = ^(p + n ) ) . The structure function Ff has been obtained from
scattering on deuterium, which is the smallest isoscalar target available. The ratio
exhibits a significant and characteristic deviation from unity. For further discussion it
is customary to subdivide the x-range in 5 zones (see fig. 2.1):

zone 1: There is a sizeable reduction of the cross section at small x. This
can be explained in a consistent way by nuclear shadowing effects [4]. Because of the
large energy (v) of the virtual photon exchanged, the lifetime of a hadronic quantum
fluctuation of the photon is Lorentz dilated in the rest frame of the nucleus. In deep
inelastic scattering the probability for a quantum fluctuation of the virtual photon
into a vector meson decreases towards higher Q2 like 1/(Q2 -f- f^neMon}\r this
is partially compensated because of the high energy of the photons, so that nuclear
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Fig. 2.1. Compilation of experimental results for REMc =
the ränge of 60 ; zones 1-5 are defined in the text.

f (EMC effect) [3] for 4 in

shadowing äs observed for real photoproduction is possible also for virtual photons.
zone 2: The slight enhancement of REMC above unity ("antishadowing") is in

most models attributed to the recombination of partons at lower x [5]. It is not yet
clear whether this is the only possible explanation.

zone 3: There is a plethora of models based on very different ideas (see e.g.
[6, 12]), which reproduce the behaviour of REMC >n this ränge of z. In order to
discriminate between the various ansatzes, one has not only to improve the precision
of the existing measurements but in addition has to find new observables to test some
of the specific hypotheses, like the idea of increased effective confinement radius for
bound nucleons, the influence of nuclear binding forces or the contribution of virtual
TT, A or other nucleon resonances.

zone 4: Even before the discovery of the EMC effect differences between the
structure function of free and bound nucleons had been observed in this ränge of x.
They have been ascribed to the Fermi motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus ( see
e.g. [7]). In addition to the ränge of x values below x = l a measurement of the ratio
REMC for x > l looks particularly promising, since in this kinematic region the quantity
REMC should be sensitive to the presence of multi-quark conngurations with more than



three valence quarks. Multi-nucleon clusters have been studied extensively in nuclear
physics and models based on such phenomena are successfully applied to describe the
properties of nuclei. This suggests to look for correlations amongst partons across the
classical nucleon boundaries.

2.1 Correlation of Nucleons in Nuclei

Correlations between nucleons (NN- correlations) are being investigated in many exper-
iments of QE electron nucleus scattering and nucleon knock out reactions induced by
hadrons or real photons. This type of reaction is discussed in detail in several other
contributions to these proceedings [8]. Here I will briefly recall some facts and relations
pertinent to the following discussion.

The cross section for QE electron nucleus scattering can be written äs:

A f
) = S / dENd*kNSN(kN,EN) * acN S(kN - k'N - q) (2.1)

n=lj

where kff = (E^^k^) and k'N = (E'N,k'N) are the four-momenta of the nucleon before
and after scattering with the photon (7*) with four momentum q = (z^, q) in the N rest
frame and Q2 = —g2. affj is the cross section for elastic electron nucleon scattering.
The spectral function SN represents the combined probability to find in the nucleus
a nucleon with momentum kff and energy EN or equivalently that the rest nucleus
(A — 1) is left with an intrinsic excitation energy 2?J_!.

From S ff the nucleon momentum density function n(kff) can be derived by:

SN(kN,EN)dEN (2.2)
in

Introducing a nuclear structure function:

F(Q\y) = 27T f" dEN f SN(kN,EN)dkN (2.3)
JE Jk E

<TQE can be written in the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) in the factorizing
ansät z:

"QB = F^(Q2,y) * (Z * a,„ + (A-Z)* M-3 - t2'4'
a

where a is the angle between the exchanged photon and the scattered nucleon, Z is the
charge of the nucleus and treppen are the elastic e-p ( e-n) cross sections respectively.

The structure function Fexp scales approximately in the variable T/, which rep-
resents the minimum momentum of the nucleon with minimal removal energy. The
influence of final state interactions can be ignored when considering the asymptotic
structure function H'mQ2_HX>Fexp(Q*,y). The residual scaling violation can be entirely
ascribed to NN-correlations. Short ränge correlations of this type have been found to



be responsible for the large deviations of the measured n(kpf) from the prediction of
the mean field approximation (see [9]).

NN-correlations can also be studied by extracting F(Q2,y), and hence n(kff) from
tagged events, where a second nucleon wJth momentum &2 is detected in coincidence
(see fig. 2.2). Within the spectator mechanism [17, 10] the result can be interpreted
äs QE scattering on a nucleon which belongs to a correlated pair. In this model of
"bound" pairs of nucleons there is a momentum transfered to the spectator nucleon
leading to a recoiling nucleon.

(A-2) *

k' (recoil)
2

Fig. 2.2. Schematic diagram describing tagged quasi elastic electron nucleus (A) scattering.

The impulse spectrum (n(kff)) measured at difFerent values of the recoil momen-
tum k% provides Information about the frequency of correlated pairs and the strength
of the binding of such pairs.

2.2 Tagging Structure Functions in Deep Inelastic Lepton Nucleus Scat-
tering

In the zone 3 (0.25 < x < 0.65), it is necessary to discriminate between many possible
explanations proposed in various publications. Additional and new constraints from
experimental data are required to find a unique solution. In this report I will discuss
whether TSF measurement can contribute to the solution of the problem.

It is quite natural to search for relationships between the properties of the nucleus
and the observed size of the nuclear effect on the parton distribution functions, i.e.
in REMC- In fact, there is a large class of proposed explanations, which deal with
conventional nuclear corrections.

The basis of these models is an an sät z for the structure function of the bound
nucleon (F*), which is expressed äs the convolution integral of two structure functions:

„_ fMA/MN

F2A(x) = £ J fC/A(yA)*Fq/c(xA/yA)dyA (2.5)
allcontt. x



where fc/A represents the probability to find a constituent C with the light cone mo-
mentum fraction yA — PC/PA m tne nucleus; P£ and Pj are the positive light cone
momenta (P+ = E + Pz) of the constituent and the nucleus respectively. The con-
stituent C is usually a nucleon but inight also be a virtual exchange particle like a TT
or A [11]. Fq/c is the structure function Ff* of the free nucleon. With XA = P^ua

the Bjorken scaling variable becomes x = XA/I/A-
For a simplified Fermi gas model fc/A would have the form:

= A, « * - ( ! + , (2.6)

where B is the nuclear binding energy and v the virtual photon energy in the proton
rest frame. Binding energy effects predict F*(x) to be equal to F f ( x t ) at a value of
x' which is slightly larger than x ( z-rescaling), since B < 0 by definition. Thus REMC
should always be smaller than unity and the deviation should increase towards higher
x.

Considering the underlying Fermi motion of the nucleons it is possible to reproduce
the ratio REMC in the medium x-range reasonably well, provided one has chosen the
proper value for the effective binding energy < e > [12] (see fig. 2.3). < € > and the
average kinetic energy of the constituents (< T >) in turn depends on the impulse
spectrum n(kx) and the function fc/A 1S related to the spectral function and so to
n(kN) by:

fc/A = d*pc SN(Pc)yA6(yA - ) (2.8)

As outlined in section 2.1 there is strong evidence from QE scattering experiments
for the presence of NN-correlations with a binding potential higher than the average
nuclear value. First calculations of REMC, in which short ränge correlations are con-
sidered, have been performed [13]. Up to now only the trend of the experimental data
could be reproduced and more detailed Information is needed.

It has been suggested [15, 17] to measure the ratio of the tagged structure function
REMC(X, &2) in deep inelastic scattering requiring a recoil nucleon with a four momen-
tum k'2. Applying the same arguments äs in section 2.1, this nucleon is interpreted
äs the partner of a correlated NN-pair in the nucleus, which recoils when the other
partner is hit by the virtual photon.

In fig. 2.4 the cross section at Q2 = 10 GeV2/c2 and various values of x < l is
shown for two emission angles of the recoil proton, (a) for forward emission and (b)
for backward emission. Here, the forward and backward hemisphere are defined äs the
region of t?2 > 90° ( i?2z90° resp.), where tf2 is the angle between the recoil nucleon
and the virtual photon momentum. The cross section is plotted äs a function of the
kinetic energy of the recoil nucleon T2 = (fc2)V(2-^v). The calculations are performed
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Fig. 2.3. REMC for iron over deutermm compared with model calculations for different bind-
ing energies < € >: < € >= -26MeV [13] (solid line) and < e >= -39MeV [14]
(dashed line).

using two different ansatzes for the spectral function of the NN-pair: (a) a simplified
model, where the correlated pair is at rest in the nucleus [17], and (b) an extended
NN-correlation model, which takes into account the motion of the center of mass of
the NN-pair (fccm).

For forward emitted recoil nucleons the results are insensitive to the choice of the
two-nucleon spectral function, in contrast to the backward emission region. This is so,
since the condition z\ 2 — z2 — k^/Mw > x can be satisfied for forward emission
at any value of k^ both with k^ = 0 and with k^ ^ 0, whereas for nucleons emitted
backwards &„„ ^ 0 is required for Aj > 0. The variables z; — fc+/Afjv, (i = 1,2) define
the scaled positive light cone momenta of the two nucleons of the NN-pair, äs measured
in the frame, where the momenta of the virtual photon and the nucleus are collinear.
Thus, high momentum nucleons that recoil in the backward hemisphere signal short
ränge correlations in the initial state.

The aim of the TSF analysis is the test of nuclear effects on the structure function
of bound nucleons, which may manifest itself äs x-rescaling of Ff. The double ratio:

with
is significantly less dependent on the model used for the NN-spectral function. Thus
this quantity, shown in fig. 2.5 for the forward and the backward emission of the
recoil nucleon and various momenta A^, '1S sensitive to possible changes in the structure
function itself and can be used to look for nuclear effects.

Since for forward emission (ÄJ < 1) the ratio x/zi is always smaller than x the
double ratio is larger than unity and grows when demanding larger values for the
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Fig. 2.4. Calculated cross section for tagged DIS events at Q7 = 10GeV2/c2 and various
values of x for forward (a) and backward (b) emitted recoil nucleons (15] äs function
of the recoil nucleon energy T2. Curves with (without) points show results with a
simplified ( extended) NN-correlation model (see text)
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Fig. 2.5. The double ratio of tagged structure functions RDBL (equ.2.9 for x' = 0.3) calculated
with the extended model for NN-correlation [15]. The solid, dashed, dotted and
dashed-dotted lines are results for T2 = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 GeV/c respectively. The
electron beam energy is E^^ = 30 GeV.



momentum of the recoll nulceon. For nucleons emitted backward (z? > 1) the inverse
correlation is found since xjzi > x.

The kinematic region x > l is obviously well suited for testing models which are
based on multi-quark conngurations. However the Interpretation of TSF measurements
will require a careful treatment of the NN-spectral function.

The Identification and measurement of the recoil nucleon is a crucial point in any
analysis of this type. Fig. 2.6 shows for the process ed —* e'precouX the momentum of
the recoil proton ( llne) and of the protons from the fragmentation process äs function of
the relative momentum of the proton before the hard scattering; the Fermi momentum
kp is äquivalent to momentum ki used in the above discussion. For a wide ränge of k2

the recoil proton is sufficiently well separated in the momentum space.

0.6 O.B 1.2

*2 [GeV/c]

Fig. 2.6. Momenta of protons produced in the tagged DIS process [16] :
ed —t e'X + Preeoii äs a function of the momentum k2 of the proton before the hard
scattering; the line in the lower part of the scatter plot represents the narrow band
of the recoil proton momenta.

For more complex nuclei, however, the Situation is more complicated due to protons
emerging from the target fragmentation and the final state interaction of the slow
recoil nucleons with the residual nucleus. The influence of both these eifects has been
estimated using a factorizing ansatz together with the diquark fragmentation function
of [18] and the distorted wave Impulse approximation [10]. For light nuclei (12C) it
was found [15] that TSF with backward emitted nucleons are only little affected. For
forward emission the expected corrections are still acceptable for 0.3 < k2 < 0.7GeV.
For heavier targets the applicability of this kind of analysis has to be questioned because



of the large expected corrections.
An experiment of this kind requires a very high luminosity and a detector which

can operate at high event rates. The Identification of the recoil nucleon and the mea-
surement of its energy with a precision better than the pion mass is a challenging task
for experimental facilities of the next generation, which are now under discussion (e.g.
[19]).

3 Parton Correlations in the Proton at small x
3.1 Dynamical Evolution of Parton Distributions

At HERA the DIS cross section can be measured down to very small x (x ~ 10~4),
at values of Q* (Q2 > 4GeV2/c2) where the strong coupling constant a, is still small
enough so that perturbative QCD can be applied.

At not too small values of x (x > 0.01) the dynamical evolution of the structurr
function is described by the DGLAP integro differential equations in excellent agrcr
ment with the data [20]. The solution of these equations gives, losely speaking, ihr
probability to find a parton with a transverse size ~ 1/Q inside the proton at fixed f .
As with increasing Q2 this probability decreases and also the transverse size shrink».
the proton is essentially "empty" at high Q2 and not too small x,

The opposite is true if x is decreased at fixed Q2. For x < 0.01 the structurr
function F2 is almost entirely given by the sea quark and the gluon density functions
The gluon density is expected to increase with decreasing x due to multiple gluon
branching processes, which can be depicted in the form of ladder di agram s. At fixrd
Q2 the behaviour of the gluon density function xg(x,Q*) is given by the solution of
the BFKL equation (table 3.1). The integral kernel contains the Splitting functions a>
well äs lowest order virtual correction to the branching process. At high Q2 and low j-
the double leading log approximation (DLLA) is used.

In both evolution schemes, the DLLA and the BFKL evolution, the gluon denj.it y
grows beyond any limit towards x — > 0. Since the transverse size of the partons is fixcd
by 1/Q and since the partons are confined in the proton, there must be a critical valuc
of x (xcrit) below which recombination processes lead to a Saturation of the parton
density.

At even lower values of x the cross section becomes large and the high number of
partons involved in the process does not allow the application of conventional methods
of perturbative QCD, although a, remains small (Regge limit).

In the transition region between the Regge domain and the domain of steadily
growing F2, one considers two competing processes: the emission of gluons oc <?(x,
and the annihilation of gluons, that is proportional to a term [<7(x,Q2)]2/(7r.R2 ottm),
which is not linear in a,. Gribov, Levin and Ryskin have added a non-linear term to
the DGLAP and DLLA equations [21]:

const 2 2 n r r > n / o i \)

10



2 2 (GLR) (3.2)

These negative colour screening corrections are proportional to 1/Ä2, where R is the
efFective confinement radius for the partons. Hence, if the partons are concentrated in
spaces smaller than the proton, so called hot spots, the non-linear forces between the
partons are stronger and they will be observable already at higher x.

ränge of validity

/v In H"2 DM 1

a. In ~ <C 1

a, ln<?2<l

a.ln± = O(l)

ty In (O2 O f l l

a. In I = 0(1)

name

DGLAP

BFKL

DLLA

equation for gluon

dxg(xtQ,}

PgqtPgg = Splitting flULCtlonS

9xg(xtQ3) 2

=>xJ(z ,g 2 )oca A ; A -(-0.5)
Tif = integral kernel

«•-.l.*«) 3«
ö In C/ ö In — T

=> xg(x,Q2) oc exp |\/2\/^ln Q2ln

7]

^}

Tab. 3.1. Overview over the evolution equations for the gluon density function in the kine-
matic ränge of x and Qz accessible at HERA.

3.2 Search for Hot Spots in the Proton

One of the primary objectives at HERA is the study of a System of strongly interact-
ing objects at high densities but relatively small strong coupling constant, where one
expects a non-linear evolution pattern and the transition to the Regge domain.

The presence of the new parton interactions described by equ. 3.1, 3.2 would
manifest itself in a suppression of the diffractive cross section. The deviation from the
Standard evolution pattern may still be very small in the ränge of x and Q2 accessible
at HERA. But for a sample of events in which the interacting partons are confined to
a volume smaller than the proton (R < Rproton)* the cross section is more sensitive to
this new effect.

A method to tag such events has been proposed in [22]: One has to select DIS
events with a jet in addition to the jet resulting from the struck quark ("current
jet"). This extra jet is characterized by the momentum fraction Xjet and the transverse
momentum Ä^, where A^ has to be measured in a frame, in which the virtual photon
and the incident proton are collinear. The variables Xjet and fc^ have to fulfill the

11



conditions: Xjet » x and A;2 ~ Q2. The first condition ensures that there is a large
rapidity difference between the struck parton and the extra jet (see fig. 3.1). Therefore
one can assume that the photon quark (7* — q) vertex and the vertex of the gluon
emission are connected by a gluon ladder. As result of the second tagging condition
the extra jet has about the same transverse momentum äs the struck parton. So, there
will be not much evolution in Q2 between the photon and the jet vertex.

Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagram to ülustrate the tagging conditions for the 'hot spot' search.

Thus the partons involved in the observed process must be concentrated in a space
which has a transverse dimension R ~ y Afc2 = y Q2 — k\. The parton density in that
volume which is oc rx = Xjet/Xj should be of the order of 102 to justify the gluon ladder
ansatz [23]. Fig. 3.2 shows the size of the colour screening correction (equ. 3.1,3.2) for
different values of AfcJ. and rx. The effect should be well observable in a ränge of x
and Q2, where the acceptance of HERA experiments is well under control.

For given x, Q2, Xjet and fc^ the polar angle i?£J in the laboratory frame of the extra
jet can be computed, assuming azimuthal symmetry of the cross section in frame where
7* and the incident proton are collinear [25]; tfJj{ is measured w.r.t. the incoming proton
direction. The regions of constant angle $£ in the Xjet — &1 plane are narrow bands,
which are shown äs lines for Q2 = 10GeV2/c2,z = 2.*10~4 and Q2 = 100GeV2/c2,x =
10-3 (fig. 3.3).

For high values of Xjet/x and small Afc2 the angle is very small. Since particles
are lost through the beampipe hole of the detector, jet measurements for i?'"* < 5° are
not practicable. Moreover, the extra jet has to be identified in close neighbourhood
of the target jet, which at small x is very energetic and has tails in its transverse
momentum distribution. Hence there is a sizeable background of particles which lowers

12
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Fig. 3.2. Calculated cross section for DIS + Jet (<r) with xjft > 0-05, |Q2 < k]_ < Q2,
0}«e > 5° äs a function of z for bins in Q2 [24]. The füll line shows a with füll gluon
radiation (F), the broken line a with the gluon radiation ladder suppressed (F0).

25 50 75 100

Fig. 3.3. Lines of constant polar angle in the HERA laboratory frame of the extra jet (hot spot
search) in the x^-kfr plane for i = 2 * 10-4, Q2 = 10 GeV2/c2 (a) and z = 10-3,
Q2 = 100GeV2/c2 (b) [25]. JfeJ is denoted in the text by k\.
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the efficiency of the jet finding algorithm. The correction for the inefficiency is difficult,
since an adequate Simulation of the target jet properties is needed. The properties of
the target jet are not very well known at such low x values and high values of the
hadronic total energy W.

In e-p scattering jets may originate from partons produced from the initial state
(ISR) or from the final state parton branching (FSR) processes. The jets we are
interested in for the hot spot search, come from ISR and have to be separated from the
other jet class. This Separation seems to be rather problematic since the prediction of
pseudorapidity (rj) distributions of partons (jets) in the HERA laboratory frame depend
on the the details of the Implementation of the shower xnodel. This is shown in fig. 3.4
for two diflferent parton shower models. A better understanding of the QCD processes,
in particular of the influence of the spacelike shower (ISR) and the interference between
ISR and FSR, is necessary. It is the goal of ongoing analyses of the hadronic final state
in DIS to shed light on these open questions [26, 27, 28]

10 r 00

-6 -2

Fig. 3.4. Pseudorapidity distributions in the HERA laboratory frame of final state radiation
partons (füll line) and initial state radiation partons (dashed line) for events with
4. * 10-4 < x < lO'2 and 10 < Q2 < 100GeV2/c2 [25] (here rj = ln(tani>/2) ).
Results from two different parton shower Simulation programs: (a) LEPTO [29] (b)
HERWIG [30].

The application of the technique of TSF measurement makes it possible to study
the very interesting new phenomena in parton interaction. However, the analysis has
to be supplemented by thorough studies of the hadronic final state in DIS.
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4 Diffractive Events in Deep Inelastic Scattering

4.1 Events with a karge Rapidity Gap

Recently the observation of events in e-p collision at HERA, in which the hadron closest
to the proton beam direction is at a large angle tf, has been reported [31, 32] (see
fig. 4.1). (In the laboratory frame i? is measured w.r.t. the z axis along the direction of
the incoming proton.) We denote the value of pseudorapidity 77 = — In (tan i?/2) of the
calorimeter cluster with an energy Eciu,icr > 0.4 GeV which is closest to the beampipe
hole (the largest observable pseudorapidity is ij = 4.3 for the ZEUS detector) by TI„-X.

ti-i.i '•

FCAL BCAL RCAL

Fig. 4.1. Schematic view of the ZEUS calorimeter and central tracking overlaid by an DIS
event with a large rapidity gap. The scattered electron is detected in the rear
direction (RCAL).

The events with rjmax < 1.5 are called "large rapidity gap" (LRG) events. The
excess of such events seen in the data is not reproduced by models for DIS which
are inspired by Standard QCD. In fig. 4.3 M2, the invariant mass of the hadronic
System observed in the detector, is plotted versus the invariant mass of the 7*-p System,
W2 = (Pprot + ?7-)2 = Q2/* - Q2 f°r LRG events ( füll points) and the residual DIS
events (rj^a > 1.5) (see fig. 4.2 for an Illustration of the variables). At high W2 one
observes a clear Separation of these two event classes. The LRG events are distinguished
by a large ratio W2/M2. The M2 distribution is steeply falling, äs one expects for
diffractive like events, whereas the event distributions in W2 and Q2 resemble those of
Standard DIS events.

The characteristics of LRG events found so far, are suggestive of a diffractive
interaction between a highly virtual photon and the proton, which is mediated by the
exchange of a pomeron. From fig. 4.3 it becomes plausible, why this type of events
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Fig. 4.2. Schematic diagram describing particle production by diffractive dissociation DIS
events.
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Fig. 4.3. Correlation between the invariant mass Mx of the hadrons observed and the in-
variant mass WDA of the j'p System. The index "DA" denotes the method of the
reconstruction of the variable W [31].

could not have been observed in previous DIS experiments. The center of mass energy
was too low so that the ränge of W ', where the event classes are separable, could not
be reached.

4.2 Diffractive Events in pp Collisions and the Pomeron

The more direct way to tag a diffractive process is by measuring the diffractivly scat-
tered proton in a suitable detector for leading protons in the very forward direction.
In the UA8 experiment at the SPS/CERN diffractive pp reactions with associated jet
production (pp — ̂  paifj + jet(s) + X ) have been searched for. Conventional diffractive
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processes are dominated by the exchange of a pomeron Regge trajectory. It was pointed
out [33], that by demanding jet production, hard difFractive reactions are selected, so
that the partonic structure of the pomeron could be investigated.

In fact a clean 2-jet structure with little underlying event background has been
observed in events with a fast proton (XP = P'/Pinc > 0.9) measured in the leading
proton detector [34]. Such events can be interpreted äs an interaction of the p with
a pomeron dominated component of the proton, which carries a small fraction of the
proton momentum xporn = (l — xp) <C 1. The hard scattering from which the two
jets emerge, takes place between a parton from the p and one from the pomeron. The
spectator jets of the p and the pomeron are expected to dissapear in the beampipe
holes.

In analogy to the XF variable in the j*-p cms of the DIS process, scaling variables
i) can be defined in the pomeron-p cms: x\jtt = 2Äy/vä' and x2j-et = 2(fc[' +

' where s' = s(l — xp) is the invariant m äs s of the p-pomeron System. k\s the
momentum component parallel to the p measured in the pomeron-p cms. Neglecting
the efFect of gluon radiation, at the parton level x2jet measures the difFerence between
the scaled fractional momenta of the incident partons which participate in the hard
interaction: x2jet = Xpom - Xp with Xpom — pparton/pomj'Ppom and xp defined analogously.

In fig. 4.4 (from [33]) the measured x2jee-distribution for 2-jet events is compared
with the result of a model calculation using a factorization ansatz for the cross section
with two pomeron structure functions (Fg0"1) which represent two extreme hypotheses.
The MC data have been processed through the detector Simulation and event recon-
struction program. A hard pomeron structure function is favoured by the experimental
results. It is argued that the excess of data over MC events around Xzjet ~ 0.6 can be
explained by an admixture of a "superhard" (S(xpom. — 1)) component in F2ipom, which
is smeared out due to the efFects of the hadronization and the detector resolution (see
fig. 4.4b). It is tempting to use this information directly for model calculations in DIS.
But considering the possibility of a coherent difFractive component one might have to
call into question the validity of the factorization hypothesis [35].

4.3 Pomeron in Deep Inelastic e-p Collisions

It has always been argued that at sufficiently small x the DIS cross section becomes like
the real photoproduction cross section ("Regge limit"). This assumption has been used
when extrapolating Fy to x —» 0 e.g. for the evaluation of sum rules from measured
data [36, 37, 38, 39], The first direct signal for the hadronic nature of a virtual photon
came from deep inelastic e-A scattering. The nuclear shadowing at small x (x <~ 0.05)
can be explained in a consistent way if a significant hadronic component in the virtual
photon is assumed ( see sect. 2.1).

The existence of a difFractive component in DIS, äs predicted many years ago
[41], is well in line with this picture. A wealth of data from total cross sections and
cross sections for difFractive scattering in hadron hadron interactions are sucessfully
described within the pomeron exchange picture [40]. The pomeron was introduced äs
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Fig. 4.4. Observed z2^e, distribution for pp events with a leading proton (zp > 0.9) and 2 jets
in the main detector. (a) Comparison of the data with MC calculation using a hard
(füll line) and a soft (dashed Hne) structure function for the pomeron (arbitrary
normalisation). (b) Result of a x^et spectrum if the pomeron structure function is
«5(1 — xpvm) after hadronization and detector smearing.

the mediator of the exchange forces in reactions where only energy and momentum but
no quantum numbers are transfered. Formally one can ascribe a Regge trajectory to
the pomeron in the same way äs for a real particle, but the question about its nature
is not answered at all.

Many models suggesting an internal structure of the pomeron have been developed
since the first publication of results on hard difrractive pp scattering from UA8 [42].

Based on experimental data from soft hadron hadron interactions (e.g. additive
quaxk rule for 0"££) it is argued that the pomeron has a quark-antiquark structure
[41, 43]. The Suggestion that the pomeron is mainly composed of gluons is rat h er old
[44] and revived in more recent analyses [45, 46] and in the context of the results from
the UA8 experiment. The latter idea relies on the factorization hypothesis, i.e. that the
pomeron is considered äs a quasi-particle in the proton so that the difrractive structure
function F^ , which is defined in analogy to the F2 in DIS, can be factorized by:

,<32) (4-1)xpom
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namely into the pomeron flux in the proton and the pomeron structure function, for
which several functional ansatzes are discussed (see sect. 4.2).

Nikolalev and Zakharov describe diffractive dissociation (DD) of the photon by
the exchange of two non interacting gluons äs shown schematically in fig. 4.5 [49].
The pair of gluons is colourless äs seen from outside. They define an effective F^0"1

by: F^om(xpomjQ2) = j^v-y-pomfä*) introducing ^-p^, the photon pomeron in-

t

Fig. 4.5. Schematic diagram of the model for diffractive dissociation discussed in [4 H .

teraction cross section. (xpom = Q2/(Q2 + M*) is the the Bj'orken-x variable for t
pomeron). Fj0"1 has a hard component (oc a!p0m(l — £p<mi)2) and a softer contrihut
from the triple pomeron coupling [48]. The concept of a pomeron structure f u n < t i
expressed in terms of gluon ladders ( see sect.3.1) leads to a soft structure function
the part which could be treated by perturbative QCD.

DifFractive dissociation in DIS is a suitable process to obtain Information
the internal structure of the pomeron. In numerous publications (e.g. [33, 41, '17. T'.
48]) this process is considered the most direct and cleanest method to determin** t d » *
pomeron structure. The high center of mass energy available make the study of Dl) at
HERA particulary attractive.

4.4 Towards the Analysis of the Pomeron Structure ?

Deep inelastic e-p collisions with a large rapidity gap and characteristics of diffrac-
tive dissociation (DD) of virtual photons, have already been observed at HERA. In
these measurements the forward going proton of low mass nuclear System was not yet
detected. Recently, ZEUS has, however, commissioned a leading proton spectrom-
eter (LPS) downstream of the interaction region along the proton beam, where the
longitudinal and transverse momentum of a leading proton can be measured.

The LPS consists of 6 measurement stations (Roman Pots) equipped with silicon
microstrip detectors positioned before and after bending magnets [50]. Only the three
most downstream stations have been read out so far. Fig. 4.6 shows an event picture
from the ZEUS detector, where a deep inelastic scattering has occured and at the same
time a track in the LPS has been recorded. The silicon microstrips which are hit are
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displayed on the left hand side of the figure. The scattered electron is seen in the rear
part of the main calorimeter ( right hand side of the figure) and the associated hadron
jet(s) in the barrel and foward calorimeter.

Leading Proton Spectrometer

Station S6

Station 55
PL 20
PL II
PL 22
PLIJ

Station S4

Fig. 4.6. Schematic diagram of the ZEUS main calorimeter and central tracking. A DIS event
with a large rapidity gap is shown, for which a track in the detector planes of the
leading proton has been recorded (left part of the figure). The kinematic variables
reconstructed for this event are: x = 0.7 * 10~3, Q2 = 13GeV2/c2.

With the LPS it will be possible to tag DD events without requiring a very large
rapidity gap. This is advantageous because the cut on large rapidity gaps biases the
event selection towards a sample at high W*. As long äs one has no reliable physics
model to simulate diffractive processes, it is difficult to correct for this effect and to
determine absolute cross sections. Furthermore the contribution from Standard DIS to
the production of large rapidity gap events has to be determined.

With a large sample of well identified DD events one can tackle more ambitious
tasks, for example testing a possible component of the pomeron which can be calculated
in the framework of perturbative QCD [48, 21]. One has to search for diffractive DIS
events, in which the hadron closest to the rapidity gap has a large transverse momentum
k\e k\s measured in a frame in which the momenta of 7* and incoming proton
are collinear). For an Illustration see fig. 3.1 with the distinction, that the spectator
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jet has to replaced by the diffractivly scattered proton p' and that no condition for the
momentum fraction xje( has to be applied. In this case the pomeron would also be
probed with a high resolution (fcj. ~ QZ)>

5 Concluding Retnarks
The measurement of tagged structure functions in electron nucleus/nucleon scattering
opens up the possibility to investigate very subtle and interesting processes in high
energy physics, äs demonstrated by the examples discussed in this report. However,
the requirements on the detector and analysis methods might be ch allen ging.

Tagged structure function analyses are clearly difEcult. This is inherent to the
method, since this technique is destined to search for tiny effects in the presence of
a large background from the "Standard" events. Not only high luminosity and more
sophisticated detectors are needed, but also a better understanding of the concurrent
processes, so that the background from Standard processes can be subtracted or cor-
rected for.
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